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of course, the station poses a problem for
the shuttles future too. the earlier nasa was
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able to use the shuttle to assemble the
station in orbit, the better. if the shuttle fleet

were to be used for this type of role, the
shuttles mission would be limited to two or
three flights. and if the shuttles were to be

used for just that, the program would not be
sustainable. as it stands, the shuttles will fly
for only a few more years. the last shuttle
flights are scheduled to take place in 2010

and 2011. it may be decades before the
shuttles are retired entirely. so the time to

find out what the shuttle can do for the
space station is now. and that is what lisa

nowak, the astronaut, is currently doing. she
has flown on two shuttle missions to the

station, including the one i watched in flight
sim. today she has been assigned to a seven-

week mission that will be her last flight.
after this one, she will be out of the
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astronaut corps. (she is currently a mission
specialist, but her title is mission specialist
3, which i think means she is about to do

something really dangerous.) on the flight of
july 4, nowak will be flying with commander

robert l. sataloff and pilot gregory h.
johnson. it will be the last flight of the year,

in what will probably be called the 2007
space shuttle program, for reasons that are
now obvious to me. at one level, nowak is
doing the same job she has been doing for

years; the difference is that on this flight she
will be flying to the space station, carrying
out an experiment, then returning to earth.
because this is her last flight, she has been
asked to take a position that will enable her
to make her final trip to the station. she is in
the prime seat, the front row on the left, and

has her name on the left window.
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nowak was an unlikely candidate for a
mission to the moon, but she did it anyway.
after graduating from dartmouth in 1983,

she worked in the travel industry for a time
before joining the astronaut corps. she has
written two books on space travel, and as a

mission specialist, she flew missions for
nasa in 1991 and 1994. despite her lack of
space experience, she wanted to take part

in the flight that was to become the last
shuttle mission ever. on her mission
specialist leg she would be flying a

spaceflight of her own: the flight that would
bring her full circle. i was not optimistic

about my chances of getting to space. the
esa had a handful of astronauts, including
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mark shuttleworth, who were candidates for
shuttle seats. as a scruffy young irish

journalist, i was not even in the running. i
had to settle for watching the astronauts

train at the johnson space center in houston,
texas. what struck me was that, despite

their incredible talents, their work lives were
terrifyingly short. they had to spend years
applying to be an astronaut, and then a

couple more years training, even as they
had to juggle their space-flight training with

their day jobs. in fact, the space program
has always had an almost utterly unrealistic

emphasis on time. the problem is that a
three-year training period, like a three-year

training period, is not long enough. if the
space program had a business model, it

would have to increase training from three
years to six or seven years. or it would have
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to pay more for the same training, or reduce
the pay for the same training. if youre in the
shuttle business, you can spend your whole

life training, but that does nothing to
increase your odds of getting into space. the
space shuttles mission has an attrition rate
of almost half. in the six years since the last
shuttle mission, 103 people who entered the

program have failed to make it. since the
shuttles last launch in july 2011, only one

astronaut, shuttle pilot alan poindexter, has
been confirmed for a mission, meaning that
at least five others have been doomed to a
quick trip to the unemployment line. every
time a shuttle pulls away from the pad, one
of those doomed people leaves spaceflight.
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